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Admissions and Admissions Register Policy
General Statement
West House School provides care and education for children aged 1 to 11 years old
for the region of Birmingham, Solihull, Sutton Coldfield and the surrounding area.
We aim to inspire and develop all children to the highest degree within their
capabilities and encourage them within a caring community representing all cultures
and ethnic backgrounds.
How to Register a Prospective Pupil
All families considering registering a prospective pupil are encouraged to visit the
school on Open Mornings (generally held in October and March) or to make an
individual appointment during the working day.
Parents should then complete the Registration Form and return it to the school office
along with the non - refundable registration fee. Parents will then be contacted to
arrange a convenient day on which the prospective pupil may spend a morning at the
school.
West House is not rigorously selective on academic criteria. However, external
candidates for Years 1 and 2 will undertake an informal assessment of reading,
writing, spelling and maths. External candidates for Years 3 to 6 will be assessed more
formally in English and maths.
At the time of registration, parents are asked if there are any serious medical
conditions or disabilities in respect of the prospective pupil that the school should be
made aware of. In assessing any prospective pupil, the school may request specialist
advice and assessments as appropriate. The school will be sensitive to any requests
for confidentiality.
Prospective pupils should wear clothes that they feel most comfortable in when
spending their morning at the school.
Offer of a Place
Following the initial visit, a member of the Senior Management Team will discuss
with parents the outcome of assessments, where relevant, and provide general
feedback. Parents will receive a verbal indication of whether a place is to be offered at
that meeting, where possible.
The formal offer of a place for pupils entering the school at any stage is subject to:
1. The availability of a place;
2. A consideration of whether the care and education provided by West House
School is in the best interests of the prospective pupil (please refer to the
Disability and Discrimination policy).

3. A consideration of which pupils applying for a place will most benefit from
the education that the school will provide (please refer to the Disability and
Discrimination policy).
4. A preference being given to siblings of existing pupils.
5. The school being satisfied that the offer would not have an adverse effect on
the care and education of other pupils at the school (please refer to the
Disability and Discrimination policy).
6. Where relevant, a satisfactory performance in the assessments.
The offer of a place will be confirmed in writing by the Headmaster. Should parents
wish to accept the offer, they are required to complete the Conditions and Entry form
and return it to the school. This should be accompanied by an Acceptance Deposit for
all pupils. The deposit is offset against the first term’s fees.
Where the school agrees to provide additional educational input, such as in the case of
addressing aspects of dyslexia, there is no additional charge for the service.
The offer of a place at the school remains at the discretion of the Headmaster, after
consultation with appropriate members of staff.
Admissions Relating to Pupils from Overseas
While the school does not actively seek to recruit from overseas, such enquiries are
given due consideration based on the criteria above and on the basis that the child has
a right to be educated in the UK. In making an offer of a place to a foreign national,
the school will follow the requirements of UKBA. The school is not registered to
accept Tier 4 students.
Admissions and Progression through the School
Admission to West House Early Years Department is open to both boys and girls with
places allocated on 'first comers' basis and thereafter if there is a vacancy, in
accordance with the criteria outlined above.
Moving from West House Pre-School to Reception for existing boys is usually
automatic, but parents are required to complete a transfer form. Admission to
Reception from within the School is not subject to academic ability. However, should
the school have any significant concerns, these will be discussed with the parents in
advance of the completion of the transfer form. Otherwise, admission to West House
School is subject to the criteria outlined above.
Moving from Pre-Prep to Prep at the end of Year 2 for existing pupils is usually
automatic and is not subject to academic ability. However, should the school have
significant behavioural concerns, these will be discussed with the parents in
accordance with the Policy on Pupil Behaviour.
Disability
While the school does not wish to exclude any prospective pupil on the grounds of
disability, it is important that it is in a position to deliver an education and individual
development in line with the general standards achieved by the pupil's potential peers.

However, should the school be made aware of a disability in respect of a prospective
pupil, it acknowledges its legal and moral obligation under the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Act 2001 to make reasonable adjustments so as not to put any
disabled candidate at a substantial disadvantage to any other candidate.
The School has a policy on Disability and Discrimination and a three year
Accessibility Plan, which should be read in conjunction with this policy.

Assisted Places
The school provides a small number of means tested bursaries which are subject to an
annual review. Further details are available from the school bursar who can be
contacted via the main office on 0121 440 4097.
Admissions Register
In accordance with The Education (Pupil Registration) (England) Regulations 2006, a
record of the admission of every pupil – including those in EYFS – is kept and
contains the following information:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Name in full;
Sex;
Name and address of every person known to be a parent of the pupil (and an
indication of the parent with whom the pupil normally resides);
Where a parent notifies a school that a pupil will live at another address, in
addition or instead, the new address, the full name of the parent with whom
the pupil will normally live in future and the date from which it is expected the
pupil will normally live there, where it is reasonably practicable for the school
to ascertain this information
At least one telephone number at which the parent can be contacted in an
emergency;
Day, month and year of birth;
Day, month and year of admission or re-admission to the school;
Name and address of the school last attended, if any;
The name of the destination school notified by a parent and the first date of
attendance, where it reasonably practicable for the school to ascertain this
information
All records relating to individual pupils are retained for a reasonable period of
time and in accordance with the GDPR and the school’s data protection
policies.

Pupil Tracking
The school recognises its legal requirements in relation to registers in the DfE
publication Children missing education (2016). The Admissions Secretary informs the
Local Authority’s Pupil Tracking Team at the School Admissions and Fair Access
Service of pupils the school removes or adds to the admissions register at nonstandard transitions.

Publication

This policy will be made available to all prospective parents. It should be read
alongside the following (all of which are available from the school office upon
request):•
•
•
•
•

The Disability and Discrimination Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
The Policy on Pupil Discipline
Policy on Promotion of Racial Equality
The Standard Terms and Conditions of the School

ATTENDANCE REGISTER
For all pupils of compulsory school age, the attendance register is completed at the
start of each morning session and once during each afternoon session. It must show
whether the pupil is:
• present;
• absent;
• attending an approved educational activity outside school and supervised by a
member of staff
• unable to attend through exceptional circumstances (unavoidable closure of school
site or part of it);
• taking authorised absence (granted leave of absence; unable to attend by reason of
sickness or unavoidable cause; observing a day exclusively set apart for religious
observance by the religious body to which the parent belongs);
• taking unauthorised absence (if no reason is established when the register is taken;
the entry may be corrected later when the reason is established).
Monitoring and Review
The Headmaster will be responsible for monitoring the implementation of the policy
and reporting annually to the Board of Governors.
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